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Abstract
	Harry J. Gensler divide ethics lines into several types and one of these types are cultural relativism. This ethics line has similarities in Java ethics genarally. Both of these lines of ethics has the advantages and weaknesses. The advantages are able to tolerate for developing harmonious condition which is reflected into idiomatic, like titi, tata, tentrem.  
Whereas the weaknesses are developed appearance (lamis). It means that people accept the difference from other, but not outwardly and by heart.  In the social and state life, the harmonious condition must be ideal form of society, but in the assesing something must be done openly and good manners, so will result harmonious condition which is not appearance. 

I. Introduction 
Romo Franz Magnis-Susena (1984: 6), when discuss Java ethics, describes “that ethics is all of norm and assesment that is used by people to know how should people implement their life”. Ethicss relate to anything about value, because ethics actually discuss the case of citation about good and bad value. These qualities value is named virtue that opposite wickedness, it means the bad characteristics, so people who has these charakterics is named bad moral. Actually ethics is more related to the justification basis principles human attitude (Kattsoff, 2004: 341).
In fact good and bad value often can be viewed from several aspect and this view results different opinion.  Therefore in ethicss be found the lines of ethicss suitable with each opinion. This paper will discuss one of ethics lines, comply with Harry J. Gensler (1988), it is Cultural Relativism (CR). This discussion relates to the moral concept of Java ethics, especially that reflects in the form of Java traditional and the possibility solves the weakness as the effort to shape character of nation.

II.  Cultural Relativism and Java Ethics
A. Good and Bad 
Cultural Relativisme (CR) describes good and bad human attitude depend on  social conventions that is given by tradition. The basis principle of morality is showed on social conventions and is used to basis norm of interaction (Gensler,1998:10). Comply with Poedjawijatna, assesment about good and bad is based on six view of philosophy:  hedonisme, utilitarianisme, vitalisme, sosialisme, religiosisme and humanisme. 
	Sosialism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on customs and traditions.This view is called the concept of sosialisme, which is based on human who socialize each other. The East and West customs and traditions is different. People has not the right to punish that this customs are good and that customs are bad, but they can be said that this customs are difficult to use general measures, because its ungeneralities.

Hedonism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on getting pleasure, enjoyment and satisfaction of biological passions. First, this opinion is said by Filosof Epicurus (341-270 SM) from ancient Greek, than is developed by Cyrecnics and is blosomed in the modern era by Sigmund Freud.
	Intuisism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on intuition, instinct or voice of heart. This concept not only is mantioned as intuisionism but also humanism.
	Utiliterianism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on utility, that means the power of usefull. This views is too extreme to interpret now and develope as the concept of materialistic, e.g.: the oldest people is entrusted to old folks’ institution in the some welfare state.    
	Vitalism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on reflection of human life subjugation power. This concept is practiced by feodalism goverment to the weak people (minority). Now this concept has turned by democracy.    
	Religiosism. According to this concept good and bad is determined and based on desire of God in the theological conviction. This concept is considered the best ethics, but it become stepping stone for expert’s thinking, because this concept is not yet general and objective (Poedjawiyatna, 1998:7-15).
Cultural Relativism (CR) is one of ethics concept that its basic teachings is that good and bad depend on cultural assesments or social conventions which is considered as legacies of ancestors. Good is if it is convented by social assesment. Thus CR assesment of good and bad is included socialism categories. 
The follower of relativism accepts some education, since childhood, about what is good and bad from society, traditions and customs which become some stable convinction in the socially approved. The value of moral is formed by past-society. They concider that the other society has each traditions, customs, conventionsand cultures, which is become good norm themselves. Therefore no objectivities moral about some that is said good. The moral is not absolute. Every culture has moral itself. They can not justify that the other culture is false and tolerance attitude is better. 
Java ethics is similar with CR. Some attitude is good and bad have implanted step by step since childhood, like through parent’s education, and society that refers to culture which prevails in society. Java people accept good and bad teachings from legacy of ancestors. The knowledge from ancestors and society about Java cultural ethics that considers adiluhung: about tata krama that is related to body movements, series of sit down, contents and shape of talking, e.g.: language teachings to regard others is teaching by degrees of speech, that is known undha-usuk of Java. This is teaching since the children begin talking. In the undha-usuk of Java, contents basa krama that some courteous language to regard others and older people (Suseno, 1984: 45). 



B. Difference of Moral Ideology in West Ethics and Java Ethics
In the relation with other culture, Java customs implant relative value. This teaching reflects in proverb desa mawa cara negara mawa tata, that means “each village and country has order and way of life country or traditions, customs, conventions and culture. But according to Romo Magnis, Java ethics is different from West ethics. West ethics is preferred to follow ethical ideology of Immanuel Kant. That is obligation ethics. Whereas Java ethics is preferred to Aristotelian ethics. That is wisdom ethics, like that is reflected in proverb sepi ing pamrih rame ing gawe. This proverb emphasizes social harmony (Suseno, 1984: 223-225). Relativism Java ethics contents idiomatic becik (good) and ala (bad), but no especially idiomatic that means wicked and the word ala not only means about moral (Suseno, 1984: 210). Java ethics doesn’t order to do the duty  nullify wicked attitudes, but relatively only suggest, because ala dan becik are alwasy together, although there contents idiomatic becik ketitik ala ketara (good and bad will be known). 
Java ethics prohibits ideology that the wicked is forbidden. The true attitude is always relative appropriate with place (Suseno, 1984: 211). This appears on the idiomatic empan papan, that means ‘good and bad, even the true and false has different place, situation and certainly different in application. 
In the its opinion of moral, CR look into its own society in monolith, all have to adhere obligation ethics. Ideally Java ethics doesn’t far differ. But that way, like have been laid open by Romo Magnis, Java ethics is not stringent oblige that ethics idealism applying. Romo Magnis express with the wisdom ethics, non obligation ethics. This matter also mirror in applying of empan apapan which is also applied in parts of from Java society by themselves. This matter happen because Java society themselves, in fact also have immeasurable, concerning social situation in the certain Java society group, and also individual condition which makes its background. If CR look into the other dissimilar society by pluralism so that all tolerance according to each culture ( Gensler, 1988:17), in empan papan the Java society realize that the other society may themselves, but tradition, customs, its social convention have differed because its place difference.
Ethics of Java and CR generally more having the character as caring ethics. Differ from the justice ethics assuming equal all treatment and action, caring ethics is contextual, situational and also focus on concrete people and its requirement. People is seen in a personal relation and social relation with the relation of emotional involvement and interdependence ( Suseno, 2005: 238). Thus Java ethics doesn’t very emphasize  justice ethics, but using wisdom ethics. This is like that is mirrored in concept of empan papan, conception bener ning ora pener and concept ngono yo gono ning aja ngono.
The conception of empan papan assumes that the applying everything must not equal, thus must be adapted for situation and condition of its different object. This matter also happen in assessing everything, so in its execution, it claims the carefulness.
Conception of bener ning ora pener assumes that truth is not yet of course precisely. Thus the truth can be relative and may not be forced. Truth have to precisely in general, specially in the  context of Java ethics. someone can be assumed correct, but when exited from Java idealism, truth was assuming wrong.
Conception of ngono yes ngono ning aja ngono assumes that everything don't be abundant. One who feel the correctness, needn't play jokes on or express strongly wrong at one who differ. Even at one who are clearly wrong, needn't be abundant in blaming, for example mortifying publicly.
Conception the empan papan, bener ning ora pener dan ngono ya ngono ning aja ngono very often must be applied wisely, doesn’t emphasize the obliged attitude to obliging applied in equal, therefore, like above have been touched, that Java ethics is not obligation ethics, but wisdom ethics. Thus Java ethics doesn’t tend to become utopic, what is in Java term named ora muluk-muluk ( their desire is not too tall), and in other concept is often idealized with the term sak madya ( sufficiently, snugly and precise).

 C. The Excellence of CR and Java Ethics
The Excellence of CR and Java ethics is relatively equal, that this ethics have developed and maintained the very strong tolerance, so it can avoid the social conflict openly. Every difference is as able to be accepted by follower of CR and Java ethics. In Java ethics the tolerance attitude is as that is mirrored in idiomatic tepa slira.
The word tepa is frequently said as repeat word tepa-tepa which intended to equal means with tepa slira. Word tepa itself has the similar meaning with the word of tepak or tapak, meaning shadow or result draw of shadow or ex- body or the part of body at one particular area. Whereas the word seliro means self. The word of tepa seIira is more having a meaning as imperative thus it means to tread or mirror or conceive at themselves.
For Java, all the form of attitude will be submitted to the others and formerly is assessed  its level truth through consideration which is in the form of logical consequence will be happened when this submitted attitude form is happened to themselves. The logical consequence, in this case, to be concern with feeling to what is possible felt by others.
Through this concept of tepa seliro, everything that exist in others can be felt as something that become its own property. Therefore also various negative assessment or chop that everything exists in others, will try to feel or dithinthingi as value befalling themselves, or quest to themselves, how if something that happens in others happen to themselves.
In the other form the concept of tepa seliro is often said in the form of expectancy from others as perpetrator, this is mbok ya sing tepa-tepa ( we must behave tepa seliro) or with the term yen dijiwit iku krasa lara ya aja njiwit liyan ( if we is pinched, we will feel  ill, therefore don't pinch the others). The concept of tepa seliro is relatively dominant to be basis the tolerance attitude. Caused by this tolerance concept, society almost always can be strived to have attitude respect the other party, harmonious and reconciliation condition. Respect to difference understand, in personal level, step by step will be strived its adjustment through repeatedly logic consideration. This matter in culture of Java is known with the expression digelar-digulung, this means thought and felt repeatedly.
Through this concept of tepa seliro, expanding a lot of Java teaching supporting, for example so that aja ngina, aja ngemingke, aja gampang waonan, aja gampang sewiyah, aja dumeh, aja gampang mitenah, aja srei-drengki-jail-methakil, and aja aji mumpung. 
Aja ngemingke means that don't look down the others, much the same meaning with the concept of aja ngina which means that don't affront. This concept suggests people to don't look down or affront to the others. This concept is often based on by other concept, that is jalma tan kena kinira. The Concept of jalma tan kena kinira means that human being cannot be estimated to be debased its ability, because human being frequently own the high ability which often is not seen by others.
Aja gampang waonan means that don't easy to inveigh. This teaching go into not wrong people. and wrong people. This means though clear make a mistake, others is expected to don’t inveigh easily.
Aja gampang sewiyah means that don't easily affront or despise the others. Aja dumeh means that don't arrogant because you have higher capable or do something because we feel as deeper in the matters. Like the teaching of aja gampang waonan, ajasewiyah and aja dumeh implicitly also teach in order don’t behave to bluff themselves, don't exhibit, etc.
Aja gampang mitenah means that don't libel easily. Aja srei-drengki-jail-methakil means  don't heartburning easily, malicious, like to bother and pretend in command. As for aja aji mumpung means don't abundant because of having the opportunity. Despite aja gampang mitenah, aja srei-drengki-jail-methakil, and aja aji mumpung, it implicitly teaches in order that don’t to misuse ability.
Various idiomatic above mainly is used in order to maintaining harmonious condition. Harmonious condition in ideal idiomatic of Java is enclosed in term titi, tata, tentrem ( natty, arranged and peaceful).
According to Gensler, the problems of CR is how somebody reacts the difference things usher the social group. Than CR determines some attitude that kindliness or badness not be at the one of the parties the social group. It is true at one particular some level, CR of some group might possibly be wrong, but it doesn’t mean that the overall of ethics’s group is wrong. CR often become inconsistent, in one real the correct party is his, but he also agree the others differ ( Gensler,1988:15-16).
In this case, weakness which is there are in Java ethics for example the happening of sham respect in other culture. Tolerance frequently only limited to visible attitude (body), doesn’t reach at full acceptance (body and soul or heart). This matter in Java is referred as lamis (is not with full-heart). This generate the inconsistent. In its relation with this matter, often there are gibing for Java culture, namely nggih-nggih ra kepanggih, that means “they say yes but is not executed” or apik ngarep mbendhol mburi, that means " nice when is meeting but a period of rear, in its mind or heart”. 
In one side there are idiomatic of desa mawa cara negara mawa tata that means to respect the good and bad view of others, on the other hand also there are idiomatic of ora Jawa ( one isn’t Java) or durung Jawa ( one is not yet Java) having a meaning  somebody cannot behave like idealism in Java ethics. In direct relation, though Java think that somebody is not ethical and claims ora Jawa or durung Jawa, but Java ethics avoids the conflict opened to go to the harmonious condition. This concept, making Java ethics, accepts  the good and bad other ethics, but it is often not with full-heart.
Despite, there often happen the double standard using to friends or people from group of themselves and friends or people from other group. Friends or one who born as its group is often assumed better than friends or people from group of their outside. In Java culture this term [s recognized with pilih sih ( favoritism) or mban cindhe mban siladan ( candling with the shawl and candling with the keen bamboo cleft).
The conception of Jawa and ora Jawa is  very visible in idiomatic wong Tanah Jawa that is  contrast with wong Sabrang, especially in culture of purwa puppets. In purwa puppets, knight or Wong Tanah Jawa is always presented a refinement and not good attitude, while Wong Sabrang is often presented harsh or in term of java that is called buta. Of course Wong Sabrang there non simply interpreted Java and Outside Java, by locative, but is interpreted outside idealism of Java ethics, either through public and also is applied by certain Java group. Among Yogyakarta, Surakarta, Semarang and so on, in the case of certain can differ.



III. Revitalization of Java Ethics
From above description presumably can be pulled summery between CR and Java ethics, what in some cases is almost same , though isn’t all of these can be same merely. For CR and bad and good view Java ethics have been determined since old world which have come to the pertinent culture value.
CR and Java Ethics look that bad and good value becoming other cultural view, tolerable. Tolerance attitude to matters that exist in other people or culture, for Java ethics represents the effort go to the social harmonious condition. This condition represents some matter emphasized or made significant and realized through teachings which is systemic, that is for example through traditional idiomatic of Java.
Harmonious condition as idealism of course is acceptable in general, but step the tolerance at random must be re-considered, especially in attitude or wrong move which is concerning loss other group in general. Harmonious condition as result from tolerance, in past is often referred safety, but in the reality it contain the together mistake by certain group. This matter like this which must is not lenient.
The Weakness of CR and Java ethics is visible in reacts the difference usher social group. For Java ethics, acceptance about the badness and goodness other culture, often only illusion or appearance or lamis, don’t with full-heart, especially only in order to taking care of circumstance remain to be harmonious, which means that isn’t happened the opened conflict. Lamis condition generally  isn’t acceptable of course, because delays problems and doesn’t finish the problems. Therefore must be civilized an opened attitude which will to give the criticism to other receptive and group. 
On the other side decent attitude of course must be fought in criticism culture, good in order to straightening a mistake of themselves and also other people or group. Criticizing and refusing with the open attitude, or perform demonstration is permitted, but having to decent,  and needn't destroy etc. This matter requires to be emphasized to remain maintaining of the harmonious condition, and isn’t sham or pretended harmonious, so harmonization in the society, nation and state of Indonesia Will be realized eminently.
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